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Encryption

Forums
Newsgroups

E-mail

Fax 
(Facsimile)

Adv of...

Causes data to be scrambled/encoded

Requires an encryption key/software to encrypt

Requires a decryption key/encryption software to decrypt

Results in data which is not understandable/readable

Protects sensitive data

From being understood if falls in to the wrong hands

Easy to find information

Lonely people can join chat 
rooms/bulletin boards

Access to a huge database of information

Can gain up to the minute news 
about events currently happening

Can share ideas

Faxed signed document 
is legally acceptable

Can't be hacked into it

Can't be affected by viruses

Disadv of...

Paper can jam in the fax machine

May not be readable when it arrives

Receiver's fax line may be
 continually engaged

Receiver's fax may be out of paper

Receiver's fax may not be switched on

Stands for Electronic Mail

Requires a Username & Password

Adv of...

Instant message sending

Can send electronic attachments

Recipient doesn't have to be online

Can send messages to many people

Informal method of communication

Disadv of...

Risk of viruses on attachments

Can't send physical attachments

Requires an Internet connection

Requires an Internet Service Provider

Differences between 
email and post

Messages can be sent instantaneously by e-mail

You do not have to leave your house to send e-mail

Signatures/important documents cannot be sent by e-mail

Replies to e-mails can be quicker

E-mail can be cheaper/the cost of a phone 
call is less than the cost of a stamp

You can send file attachments

Less waste of paper

You need a computer in order to receive e-mails

With e-mails you cannot send physical objects

Differences between 
email and phoning

Adv of...

Dis adv of...

Takes less time to send a message

Do not have to worry about person being engaged
Do not have to worry about person being out

Many copies of message can be sent simultaneously

Cheaper to send emails than phoning

Address is easier to mistype without realising

Lose the personal touch

Can be difficult to get a reply

Might pass on viruses

Person might not have computer/Internet

Electronic /
Video Conferencing

Adv of...

Disadv of...

Hardware needed

How it works

Can meet people all over the world

Employees can work from home

Reduces the need to travel - Might be dangerous to fly/travel 

Saves on hotel bills

Saves on travelling costs

Conferences can be arranged quickly

Can see visual expressions

Don't have to carry bulky documents to conference

Disabled individuals do not have to travel

Do not have to pay for conference room

Do not have to hire transport

Different time zones make it difficult to have a 
video conference between people in different countries

Start up costs can be high/equipment can be expensive to buy

Communication link can go down/reception can be poor

Equipment can fail and break down

Can seem impersonal, loss of personal/social contact

Pictures and sound can be out of sync

Large screen/projector: to see other participants

Speakers: to output voices to participants/
hear other participants

Sound card

Microphone: to input voices of participants/
to speak to other participants

Modem

DSL Internet connection

Web Cam/Small Video camera: to input/capture video
(images of participants/documents)

Converts Digital signals from computer to 
analogue signals from phoneline and visa versa

Employees are connected on-line

Images of the employees appear on the screen

Software is needed in each computer to operate the
conference

Employees who speak can be heard by all 
the other employees in the conference

Only four marks are available in total

You don't have to leave your house to email

Email can be read from any location (not just the house address)

Easier to send same message to many people - cheaply & quickly

Bulletin Boards

Adv of...

Disadv of...

You don’t need an ISP

Lack of privacy (every member of the
group can see every message)

Automatically creates an archive

Messages can be moderated

In older systems only one person can be online at one time

Doesn’t alert you to incoming messages

Wastes/expense of ink/paper

Company does not have to pay for conference room facilities 

 Takes time to train employees 

Can’t sign documents officially 

Takes time for workers to learn new technology 

Documents can be very long

Very slow transmission rates 

Documents cannot be edited easily 

Cannot send multimedia files 

Not very good quality 

Can be confident message will only go to the correct person (if addressed correctly)

Attachments can be downloaded and edited 

Easier to send large documents 

Can be slow turnaround times  

Some systems have limits to size of attachments 

Addresses more difficult to remember than phone numbers 

Risk of recieving a phishing scam email

Router: to transmit data to participants’ (computers)

Emails often have a limit to the size of attachments

Might not have the software to open attachments
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